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226.    If   we   put   a/2 = a2
<uf — u — \ the last expression becomes
[ART. 228 V,   and
where Q2 = O2 + u) (62 + w) (c2 4- u) and X, is to be found from the cubic of Art. 204
To deduce the component forces X', Y', Z1 we differentiate V withTegard to £', i)', £' respectively. Since the lower limit X is a function of the coordinates we shall here require the value of dV'/d\,. But the subject of integration is zero when we write X for u, hence dV'jd\ = 0. We therefore have at once
X'       r«<fa-2r=    2f/f«       dw'               A'?
Trpabc    ]\   Qa? + u            Jo (a>'z + u')Qr        irafVc"
by Art. 212.    This agrees with the result in Art. 223.
227. Ex. Let p, q, r be the lengths of the axial intercepts of any external level surface of a solid homogeneous ellipsoid (a> &> c). Prove (1) that p is greater than q but less than ga/6, (2) that p* - a? is greater than qz - o? but less than g2 - 62.
Putting V'=irpabcK, the intercepts are given by
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See Art. 226.   If the inequalities to be proved were reversed it may be shown that these equations could not be true.
228. jjpme special cases. Ex. 1. The attraction of a thin homoeoid at any external point is the same as that of a thin disc bounded by its elliptic focal conic
/     3.2   va\i
and having the surface density at any point P inversely proportional toll —o - 77, ) ,
\     a     u'-'J
where (a?, y) are the coordinates of the point P and 2a, 2b the axes of the focal conic. Prove also that the level surfaces of the disc are confocal quadrics.
This follows from the theorem in Art. 206, since the disc may be regarded as a confocal homoeoid in which the axis c is evanescent. To find its law of density we
notice that the mass on any elementary area dxdy is 2p —- dxdydc.    Now -y- = -
etc                                etc    z
c2       c2
because 22=c2—r>x°-^,yz, and, the surfaces of the disc being similar, cla and clb are a-        o"                                                                                    '
constants.   The masses being made equal, the result follows.
Ex. 2. The attraction of a solid ellipsoid at any external point is the same as that of a thin disc, of equal mass, bounded by its elliptic focal conic, axes 2a, 2i>,
(X"      ?/'J\^ 1 —_ _ •/_ j m   use
Maclaurin's theorem, Art. 224.
Ex. 3. The attraction of a thin prolate spheroidal homoeoid at any external point is the same as that of a thin homogeneous straight rod joining the foci.
This result may be deduced from that given in Art. 224, but it follows more easily from Art. 131. The thin shell and the straight line have the same level surfaces (viz. confocal conicoids) and masses, hence their attractions are also the same.

